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Cloistered as a faculty member at a small college, beautiful Hannah Jessett can almost forget her

family heritage. Few know sheâ€™s the niece of Elizabeth Nord, the legendary anthropologist who

stunned the world with her revolutionary work â€• until her aunt dies, leaving Hannah in sole

possession of her priceless unpublished journals. But Hannah has other matters to contend with.

Her brotherâ€™s company is about to be destroyed by Gideon Cage, a wealthy entrepreneur with a

notorious reputation in the boardroom... and the bedroom. When she confronts Gideon, all she sees

is a powerful man with a fast smile and soft eyes. Yet before she can catch her breath and really

understand this puzzle of a man, her whole world is suddenly threatened: her brother, her auntâ€™s

legacy, her heart â€• and her life!
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Although she is still recuperating from a serious auto injury, college guidance counselor Hannah

Jessett travels to Las Vegas to try to save her brother's company from businessman Gideon Cage.

Cage has been at the top of his game for years and doesn't have much time or use for leisure and

frivolity, but he periodically goes to Las Vegas for a few days of gambling to unwind. Hannah offers

Cage the opportunity to decide the fate of her brother's company on the draw of the cards. If he

wins, she hands over her stocks, easing his way to a takeover. If she wins, he backs off entirely.

Hannah thinks she has a trick up her sleeve. What she doesn't know is that Cage does, too, and

he's playing a different game altogether.Hannah (seemingly) wins the game and returns home to

have more surgery on her injured leg. Cage returns to his business pursuits, but is distracted by



Hannah, as well as the efforts of the vengeful son of an old mentor and rival to ruin him. Before

long, Hannah finds herself involved in the situation between Cage and Hugh Ballantine (the

deceased rival's son). She's also dealing with the estate of her aunt, the renowned anthropologist

Elizabeth Nord (a sort of Margaret Meade character). Hannah just wants to decamp to her aunt's

island home to recuperate, but Cage follows her, intent on furthering his relationship with her.Even

as things start to heat up between Hannah and Cage, the business situation between Cage and

Ballantine continues to escalate to a potentially devastating conclusion. Additionally, Hannah herself

has some strange and threatening experiences that lead her to think there may have been more to

her auto accident and that her life may be in danger.
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